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PREFACE

In the United States as well as other parts of the

world there is today a growing demand by those who support

both public and private schools for better management of the

no- -y being spent to educate their children. This pressure

i; being felt in American schools abroad and is characterized

by two major elements, an increasing scepticism about the

effectiveness of modern day schools and a deepening concern

about the rising costs of education in a period of rapid in-

flation. Under these conditions parents and other contributors

have become more insistent in their demands to know how their

money is being spent and the results of such expenditures.

These have formed the basis of what is more commonly referred

to as the "accountability movement."

Simply stated, accountability is an effort to determine

the degree to which a given program meets the needs or goals

for which it was designed, and at what cost. Although the

need to examine some educational programs for such factors

is great, it soon became apparent that the basic concept of

accountability as it has been used in business and industry -

that is, you are given a task to do, the resources to do it,

and then evaluated to see how well you did it - does not

lend itself well to a system for educating human beings.

First of all, it is rare to find a school with sufficient

resources to accomplish all the objectives which have been

assigned to or assumed by it. Second, one cannot be held



accountable for the behavior of others over which one does

not have complete cor:rol. The latter point is particularly

signifi -ant in most schools where the primary aim is to help

students become increasingly capable of making wise decisions

for themselves.

Nevertheless, members of any profession can certainly

be held accountable for their own behavior, and it is within

this framework that the procedures and practices in this

monograph are presented. In short, those who use and support

our educational institutions can and should hold educators

accountable for providing them with the best program possible

from the resources that are available.

As most people see it a good accountability model is

also a good management model, and wise management in schools

today is among their highest priorities. This fact was stated

in an interesting way by the Michigan State Chamber of Commerce

in a recent document on accountability when they said "Account-

ability in education does not mean that we expect an educator

to work harder, but we do expect him to work smarter." Under

such circumstances most educators in recent years have devotrd

a great of time to analyzing the needs of students, till goals

and objectives of their programs, the delivery systems they

use, their evaluation procech.res, and their methods of re-

porting the outcomes of programs to parents and the public

in general, all basic elements in a typical accountability

model.



This being so, where does one begin? Most have found

it helpful to start by asking the question, "Accountable to

whom?" for it is the answer to this question that determines

the means by which one can accurately evaluate the outcomes.

HUM311 needs vary, and it is impossible to determine for what

it is that schools should be held responsible until they know

to whom it is that they are primarily accountable. Having

reached agreement on the target population, the way is then

open for selecting relevant objectives for a program and

assigning valid priorities among them. Without either, an

accurate evaluation is not possible.

Few school systems would deny that children arc the

focus'of their efforts. Thus, it follows that the success

of programs in these schools should be judged on the basis

of student outcomes. When this is so it is obvious that

the school system should try to be accountable to students,

i.e., should try to meet the needs of students. In deter-

mining how well this is being done, the students themselves

should be actively involved, and the follow-up program is

a popular means by which this can be achieved.

Good follow-up studies provide valuable information from

students for designing and evaluating the school's programs

and services, but they require careful planning and wise

management. Poorly planned studies demand a price too high

in dollars, time and energy. This may be the main reason so

few arc attempted.

O



With this in mind the authors, in conjunction with

their respective sLhools and the Office of Overseas Schools,

set out to design and field test a follow-up system which

would continuously provide information about students ne-

cessary in planning and evaluating school programs, activi-

ties and services. A special effort was made to develop a

system which was inexpensive both in dollars and staff time.

Our experiences are presented here for your consideration.

N.A.T.
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PART I

EVALUATION AND ACCOUNTABILITY

James W. Coscar
Michigan State University

Introduction

Are our Overseas American Schools getting better or

worse? Are they more productive some years than others?

Are they stronger in some aspects than in others? How

well do we know the answers to these questions?

The accountability movement in Education has recently

sharpened the interest of elementary and secondary school

educators in evaluating the degree to which the schools in

which they work are effective in carrying out their various

functions. Resulting pressure from all sides for better

management practices in schools has increased the demand

for sound evaluation studies that provide objective data

useful in making more valid decisions regarding the quality,

quantity, and kind of educational programs most appropriate

for a given school or school district.

Why Evaluate

There are several reasons why, at a given point in

time, the decision might be made to evaluate an educational

program, not the least of which would be to determine the

degree to which it is meeting the needs of the pupils it

serves. The primary aim, of course, is usually to make

improvements in the program. In addition to these more

.1
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compelling reasons there are often valuable side benefits

to an evaluation study which make it even more worthwhile

to undertake. As examples, it is an excellent means of

I. involving parents, teachers, and administrators

directly in certain activities of the school

program, e.g., an accreditation study,

2. helping students understand what services and

curricular offerings are available to them,

3. gaining support for the extension and improvement

of programs in those areas where they are weak or

nearly non-existent,

4. providing needed publicity within the community

for programs which are unusually effective, and

5. focusing in-service training programs for teachers,

counselors, and administrators, upon the unique

needs of both individual pupils and the student

bAdy as a whole.

When to Evaluate

Evaluation is best when it is a continuous process.

This is because it is difficult to discern progress or

deterioration without a frame of reference in which one

can accurately assess trends as well as current status. It

should also be pointed out that the breadth of a typical

overseas school program is such that it would require an

unusually large investment of time, energy, and material

resources within a single budgetary year in order to make

1
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a complete analysis of all offerings at the same time. A

arly expenditure of this magnitude is both unwise and im-

practical. Thus, dividing a broader and more expensive

study into smaller segments which can be carried out in a

continuous year by year program is not only more effective

but also more economical Ln both the time and resources

which are necessary, providing it is well planned and co-

ordinated.

It is also true that greater returns can be expected

from the side benefits mentioned earlier when there is a

continuous examination of varying aspects of the program

constantly in progress rather than a massive evaluation

carried out once every five or ten years. Focusing upon

only one part of the program at a time makes it more com-

prehensible to those who are expected to use the results,

and cc.nsequently makes it easier to gain their interest and

support.

What to Evaluate

The underlying basis for any school evaluation should

be the behavior of the pupils for whom its programs were

designed. Obviously, the behavior expected must be succint-

ly described in terms which can be easily measured. Usually

this description, if it is available at all, is found in the

proclaimed aims and objectives for that segment of the

school program to be included in the study. From student

behaviors, inferences can be drawn about the effectiveness
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of the educational offerings presumed to have facilitated

their development.

However, valid inference regarding the "cause and

effect" relationship between student behavior and an educa-

tional program are not always easy to make. (Problems re-

lated to this will be discussed in a later section.) As a

consequence, most evaluation studies have been only quan-

titative descriptions of programs and services available

to students along with the administrative structure under

which they operate, e.g., college preparation program, vo-

cational program, guidance program, athletic program.

Other approaches to evaluation described later in more

detail (Pages 5-7) attempt to gather data which provide a

more precise analysis of the results which can be attributed

to a specific program and its various parts. Each has its

own strung points, and all have certain limitations.

Whichever type of study is attempted, it is important

that consideration first be given to the development of a

long range plan for continuous evaluation which clearly es-

tablishes the order in which specific segments of the school

program will be selected for evaluation and how much emphasis

will he placed upon each part of the study. By this means,

the questions of what to evaluate and when to evaluate can



be meaningfully related while, at the same time, the depth

of the study for aach aspect of the program can be regulated.

Connon Approaches to Evaluation

Since pupils do not live in an environment which is

sufficiently controlled for sophisticated research purposes,

it is always difficult to attribute any changes in their be-

haviors lo a single broad factor such as school attendance,

and even more difficult to relate them to either curricular,

extra-curricular, or guidance activities alone. However,

logic tells us that most school activities have the potential

for changing pupil behavior, and common sense helps us deter-

mine which kinds of data we can accept as evidence that the

behavior changcs we see are related to participation in a

particular school program.

For instance, with an effective guidance program oper-

ating in a hig'i school, we would expect to see a reduction

in the number of: (I) cultural conflicts, (2) failing grades,

(3) course change.;, (4) discipline cases, and (5) problems

which students say they have. On the other hand, we would

also expect to see an increase in the number of students

who: (1) arc able to state a career choice, (2) voluntarily

use guidance and counseling services, (3) are able to find

meaninjful work experiences, (4) are satisfied with their

enrollment in college and other educational programs following

graduation, and (5) are referred for special assistance by

their leachers.
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Three different approaches to the evaluation of edu-

cational programs have been regularly employed in the past.

One approach is simply that of surveying the present status

of a program being offered and the staff which offers it.

In short, it is a comprehensive description of a program as

it currently exists.

Another common approach is a modification of the one

described above. In this case, two or more surveys are

made at predetermined intervals in order to determine what

changes, if any, occur in either the program or the pupils

during a specified period of time. This method attempts to

describe those changes which take place when the program is

meeting its objectives.

The third is the most difficult and, therefore, less

often used approach. It goes beyond a simple description

of what currently exists or what changes have taken place

by introducing the element of quality, i.e., determining

what value can be attached to the changes which are observed.

The question, "What effect does the program have?" asked in

the second approach now becomes, "How effective is the pro-

gram in accomplishing its aims?" The latter question lends

itself more readily to experimental designs and probably

comes closer to evaluation in the truest sense the word.

Very often this method of evaluating school programs is

avoided because of the difficulty one usually encounters in

finding universally accepted criteria aga'Ist which to make

;')
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judgments, chan.es which are acceptable to one parent

are rejected by another, standards which seem reasonable to

one teacher are not seen in the same way by others. Which-

ever approach is used, the general procedures to be followed

are very much the same and must be clearly specified in the

planning phase as in the manner described on pages 14 through

Who Should Be Involved?

In addition to determining the best approach to use, it

is also important for one to consider, Who should be in-

volved in making the study?" Should it include only members

of the faculty in what is typically thought of as a "self-

study?" Should students and parents be involved? Should

use be made of consultants from outside the school system?

the extent to which any of these people are involved as

part of the eval.-ation team will vary with the purpose for

which the study is being made, the areas to be examined, the

resources that are available, and their willingness to serve.

In some cases, a representative sample of all who are influ-

enced by the program should be included.

A related question which must also be answered is, "How

should different members of the study team be involved?" For

instance, outside consultants might be asked to either (1) do

the study, (2) organize local participants and supervise them

in a "self-study", or (3) act as a resource person when inter-

preting the findings. Teachers and parents might be asked to
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simply collect information about the program or they might

be invited to serve as evaluators and generators of new

ideas for improving the program as well. Such a wide range

of possibilities exist for including an assortment of people

that an overall plan describing the manner in which consul-

tants, resource people, and staff will be utilized must be

developed before the study begins.

Logic says that a prominant role in the evaluation of

educational programs should go to those for whom the pro-

grams exist - the students themselves. Pupils who have been

through a program are in a unique position to offer both

valuable objective information and interpretations of its

meaning, whether they have graduated, transferred, dropped

out, or are still enrolled in the school. Information of

this nature from students and former students is gathered

by means of a follow-up study. Although there are many

problems associated with conducting follow-up studies, they

can, in most cases, be quite easily overcome with good man-

agement practices. The result is a wealth of useful infor-

mation for modifying the instructional, administrative, and

guidance practices of the school.



PART I I

THE FOLLOW-UP PROGRAM

;
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PART II

THE FOLLOW-UP PROGRAM

James W. Costar
Michigan State University

Steps in Conducting a Follow-up Study

Just as in the United States, the prime objective of

any overseas American school is to help each pupil rise to

the highest level of his potential as a human being without

destroying the uniqueness of his or her own personality. To

accomplish this is an enormous task which requires that edu-

cational programs be tailor-made to meet the unique needs

and characteristics of each child.

The follow-up program is designed to provide teachers,

counselors, and administrators with up-to-date information

about the characteristics and needs of students, both present

and past, useful in evaluating the effectiveness of the cur-

ricular offerings, instructional techniques, and guidance

services available to pupils who are currently enrolled. Such

information regarding students' impressions of the adequacy

of their educational experiences is gathered from graduates,

dropouts, transfers, and those who are currently enrolled in

order to adapt various aspects of the school program to the

unique and everchanging needs of the student body. In short,

accountability stresses that s:hools desiring to measure the

degree to which they have been successful in meeting their

oh ',ves must study their product -- former students.

/!..10
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A major question which is always asked when the concept

of accountability is applied to an educational setting is:

"Accountable to whom:" lo those who support the school fi-

nancially: to the parents of the students! To the students

themselves: In most cases the answer is - in some degree -

"to all", and few would argue that pupils should receive the

least consideration.

To conduct a follow-up study in an overseas school pre-

:Ants some dilfikulties not found to the same degree in schools

located in the United States. This is particularly true in

studies of those who have graduated or transferred to schools

in other countries. It is often heard said that former stu-

dents of overseas schools have no permanent address, they

just cannot be found, or they have no loyalty to the school

and, conskquenlly, do not cooperate in evaluation activities.

Unfortunately it is also true that follow-up studies of those

who are promoted to another grade level or to another building

within a school system are seldom conducted though they are

110 mute difficult to administer in an overseas school setting

than anywhere else, and the data are just as valuable.

Because of the seeming obstacles, overseas educators

are inclined to overlook this important aspect of evaluating

their programs in order to concentrate on an activity often

less productive but more easily administered. Many beliefs

about. the difficulties in carrying out follow-up studies

in overseas schools are unfounded, and where there are com-

:)
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plicating factors they are often quite easily overcome with

wise planning and skilled management. The most important

preparation task is to develop a good attitude toward the

study on the part of students, i.e., willingness to parti-

cipate. The follow-up system described in a later section

of this pamphlet has been designed and tested with that as

its major objective.

Some General Considerations

WHEN

The point was made earlier that a follow-up program

should be continuous in its design. There are two main

reasons for this. First, it provides a larg__- bank of long-

itudinal data from which more valid conclusions can be drawn.

And second, many of the various administrative steps either

do not need to be repeated or are less expensive in time and

effort when studies are conducted on a yearly basis. The

latter point will be described in considerable detail later

on in this chapter.

Many schools maintain contact with all their graduates

during the first five years after they leave school although

survey questionnaires are usually sent to them only during

the first, third, and fifth years. Unfortunately, this pro-

cedure is less often followed with transfers and almost never

with dropouts.

Since the cost of such an extensive program is often

prohibitive. some schools only follow one class during the
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the five year period, and at the end of that time, select

a new class. this practice provides three follow-up studies

of a given class at points in Lime after their graduation

when their perLeptions of the adequacy of their high school

training may be quite different, i.e., the first year they

are in a position to evaluate their preparation for entry

into college or the job market, the third year their suc-

cess in college or on the job, and the fifth year their

ability to complete or obtain a promotion.

Thus, the "when" of a specific follow-up study actually

depends upon the objective one is trying to reach. Different

time periods after leaving school provide different kinds of

information. When studies are carried out after ten years

or more it is presumed that the former student will be in

the best position to sense the degree to which his or her

elementary and secondary education were helpful in "preparing

for life". Information of this type is most often gathered

in an informal way such as at homecoming celebrations or class

reunions.

BY WHOM

Initial impetus for engaging in follow-up activities

must usually come from the building administrator. Where

there is a trained counselor he is often the person desig-

nated to coordinate the program and to provide assistance

to the parents, school board, and staff when using the results.

An excellent first step is to form a faculty advisory

j

)
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committee consisting of members representing all grade levels

and subject areas This committee should serve as a "sounding

board" for ideas related to developing the questionnaire, con-

tacting former students, interpreting the results, and re-

porting the findings. Where follow-up studies are an annual

affair rotating membership on the committee is effective.

Both students currently enrolled and alumni are helpful

in conducting follow-up studies. Active participation by stu-

dents before they leave school is a significant factor in the

development of the "cooperative altitude" described earlier as

so essential. Alumni are not only useful in locating former

students, they are also the most effective source of support

for the program.

Whether alumni, parents, or interested members of the

community, the follow-up program is an excellent place to uti-

lize community volunteers as substitutes for the regular pro-

fessional staff. In fact, once the program has been designed

and developed by professionals, it is easy to train an aide

to coordinate all aspects of the program short of interpreting

and using the findings. The nature of the follow-up program

and its significance to the total school program lend a greater

feeling of importance and enjoyment to the work of a volunteer

in this area than do many other school activities in which they

might otherwise find themselves engaged.
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Most follow-up sfutlw,. in tin past have been so poorly

done that little importante tout,' he atta,huti to thc results,

and because of poor plannin,.. the amount of work was so great

that there wa little tutentivu to repeat the experience for

at least five years. However, this need not be. Well planned

programs of the type described in Part III of this pamphlet

not only reduce the work and Lost to a reasonable level, but

also increase the value of the findings through the use of

better questions and by obtaining a higher percentage of

returns. Because of the complexity of the task, a flow chart

such as the one on pages 34 and 35 is essential.

Once the ',ash: steps have been agreed upon yearly modi-

fications can he easily made, The following are the major

activities ,acluded in a management model for follow-up studies

of graduates the first year after leaving school. They are

listed here in the order in which they normally occur during

both the preparation and implementation years along with

approximate dates which can be readily changed frost year to

year and school to school.

Preparation Year

STEP DATE ACTIVITY

1 Nov. 15 Assign dates and staff responsible
for each activity in the two-year
sequence of a follow-up study.

2 Nov. 21. Meet with teachers of subject areas
to establish priorities and objectives

h..
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and to develop questions covering
those areas included in the study.

3 Dec. 1 Meet with administrators to es-
tablish objectives and develop
questions to be asked in their area.

4 Dec. 5 Meet with counselors and other
pupil personnel workers to develop
objectives and questions to be asked
in their area.

5 Jan. 21 Devise the questionnaire and
covering letter.

6 Mar. 7 Duplicate first draft of question-
naire.

7 Mar. 21 Meet with both the junior and
senior classes to explain the for-
mat of the follow-up study, review
the letter they will receive, and
go over all questions in the sur-
vey instrument.

8 Mar. 23 Administer the questionnaire to a
small sample of seniors and assign
each senior a "buddy" from the junior
class who will assume the responsi-
bility for knowing where the senior
can be reached during the following
year when the study will be carried
out.

9 Mar. 24 Revise and duplicate the final draft:
of the questionnaire.

10 May 1 Meet with the senior class to go
over revisions which have been made
in the questionnaire and to get firm
mailing addresses for the following
year.

Implementation Year

STEP DATE ACTIVITY

11 Nov. 7 Prepare Christmas letter which will
be used to up-date addresses later
in the school year.
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12 Nov. 18 Up-date matltng addresses of Lrad-
uates. transfers, and dropouts.

13 Dec. 7 Mall Christmas letter.

14 Jan. 15 Revise mailing address list from
responses to the Christmas letter.

15 Feb. 1 Prepare and mail questionnaires.

16 Feb. 15 Tabulate data from returns and up-
date the list of mailing addresses
for the third time.

17 Mar. 1 Develop follow-up letter for those
who did not respond.

18 Mar. 15 Send out follow-up letter.

19 Apr. 1 Make preliminary analysis of data,
prepare rough draft of report, and
send second follow-up letter, if
necessary.

20 Apr. 15 Type and duplicate final draft of
report.

21 May 7 Submit report to professional staff
for reactions and suggestions.

22 May 15 Submit report to present senior
class for interpretations, sugges-
tions, and experience with haw the
data is analyzed and used.

23 June 1 Summarize and evaluate staff and
student reactions for use with
future follow-up studies.

24 June 2 Submit final report to superinten-
dent or principal for distribution.

Developing and Mailing the Questionnaire

Making a good questionnaire may be more difficult than

it at first appears. Usually there is more than one problem

to overcome. Will essay questions bring back the kind of in-

formation we want? Or will the objective type be better?

v).4"
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Will checklists assist or restrict the thinking of the res-

pondent' How long can the questionnaire be and still elicit

a good response? Of the many formats which hat.; been used,

which form should this one take? (See examples, pages 57-74.)

Few will deny that the questionnaire should be as short

as possible and still collect enough data to make the study

worthwhile. Even a postcard on which there are only two or

three questions is better than nothing. (See pages 57 and

58.) However, a postcard in the mail is often overlooked by

the recipient as unimportant "junk" mail or discarded. This

is especially true when the questionnaire is received by the

students' parents who must make some judgment regarding which

letters are worth forwarding,

A questionnaire two pages in length on paper 81/2 x 11

inches is about the maximum size one can expect a former stu-

dent to fill cut without becoming resistant the moment he

opens the letter. It is even better if the questions are

printed on both sides of one sheet. Long questionnaires por-

tend trouble from the beginning; and as mentioned earlier,

they are not necessary when follow-up studies are conducted

on a regular yearly basis.

The type of question depends upon the circumstances,

particularly the nature of the response which is desired.

Most studies include a combination of both qu- .tions to which

a response can be quickly made by making a check mark in a

space which is provided and thoseoliiich are open-ended, pro-
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viding the respondent with an opportunity to express his or

her feelings as well as facts. Small print which is difficult

to read and spaces too small for written responses also re-

duce the number of returns.

The kinds of things one might ask depend upon the pur-

pose of the study and the peculiar interests of the staff.

Certainly questions need not be restricted to an evaluation

of the curricular offerings. Follow-up studies are a useful

means of collecting student opinions regarding the broad aims

of the school, administrative structure, facilities, student

services, :nd student activities as wc1I. Pages 29-32 of

this document contain a list of typical questions which are

asked in five broad areas.

Other valuable sources of information for developing

questions arc the guidelines for self-studies and evaluation

activities used by different accrediting associations. Most

accrediting procedures include an analysis of the opinions

of former students; and such data, when available from recent

studies, is invaluable at the time the school's status is

under review.

The expense of mailing the questionnaire from an over-

seas school can be considerable. This is especially true

bec.use the percentage of returns will increase considerably

if a self-addressed return envelope is also included for

easy return of the completed questionnaire. Some prefer to

print the questionnaire in such a way that both the student's
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address and the return address can be placed on the back along

with the necessary postage. After answering all the items,

the respondent need only refold the questionnaire with the

return address showing, staple, and mail. (For an example,

see pages 59 and 60.)

It is even more expensive if the necessary amount of

postage is placed on the return envelope as is often done in

studies within the United Slates. Because most students who

graduate or transfer from overseas American schools eventually

leave the country, this is not likely to be a common practice.

To do so would be quite difficult and the small increase in

the number of questionnaires returned is seldom worth the effort.

The expense factor adds importance to the prior prepara-

tion of the students which must take place in order to obtain

the maximum return on the first mailing. Even then it is

usually necessary to send out a reminder or second appeal for

responses. For the same reasons mentioned in regard to the

first mailing, another questionnaire should be included in

the second mailing.

This raises the question as to whether the questionnaire

should be coded in some way so that those who fail to return

their questionnaires can be identified for the second mailing.

A common procedere is to simply number each person on the

mailing list and then to place a corresponding number on each

questionnaire or return envelope. It then becomes an easy

clerical task to match the numbers at a later date and to
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identify those people who failed to respond. ,slithout such

identification the only alternative is to send a second

questionnaire to everyone on the original mailing list.

There is no clear solution to this problem. Whichever

procedure is adopted usually depends upon local circumstances.

the answer may rest with the amount of prior planning and

preparation which took plaie. When the questionnaire is sent

to a former student in a surprise fashion every effort must

be taken to protect his identity in order to increase the

likelihood that he will respond. Under these circumstances

a complete second mailing is almost essential. (See page 66.)

Where prior discussions with former students regarding

the means by which the identity of individuals will forever

be protected, concern is reduced; and apprehension regarding

the identity of respondents is not a significant factor in-

fluencing the number of returns. However, when coded ques-

tionnaires are used, it is absolutely essential for both legal

and ethical reasons that the respondents be fully aware of

this procedure in advance. Disguised letters on the ques-

tionnaire or a number secretly placed under the stamp on the

envelope are easily found and can lead to disaster.

The covering letters to former students in the study

should be friendly, informal, and attractive. For many this

will be the first and only contact they have had with the

school since leaving. The letters themselves often bring

greetings for certain staff members, requests for help, or
;,)
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unsolicited comments, both positive and negative. Such

letters should not go unanswered Future studies, as well

as the general image of the school, are at stake.

Preparing the Report

Disseminating the results is often the weakest part of

the follow-up program. Failure to effectively package and

distribute the findings can be a crucial factor contributing

to the failure of the study to attain its goals. A dollar

saved at this point may really not be a saving at all when

the truth of the matter is that items about students are

not only an essential part of an evaluation study, but are

also one of the most popular types of public relations in-

formation.

The primary objective of this phase of the follow-up

program should be to prepare an interesting, as well as

accurate, summary of the findings for distribution both with-

in the school and the community. Such a report need not be

long but should include the purpose of the study, specific

objectives, a brief description of procedures which were

followed, tables or graphs showing the results, conclusions,

and recommendations. An even shorter version composed of

results, conclusions, and recommendations might be preparad

for mailing to former students who participated in the study

since they are already familiar with its purpose and proce-

dures. (including a copy of your list of mailing addresses

of former students in the study irs not only appreciated but
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also a good way to lielp n,illatain completeness of the list

for future studies by making it easier for graduates to

keep in contact with each other.)

Within the community there are many organizations and

groups anxious to receive this kind of information. Local

newspapers and radio and television stations are usually

willing to devote space and time to a discussion of the

findings and the implications of the study. With their help

it is possible to reach a much larger audience. Students,

too, can be helpful, especially with oral presentations be-

fore parent and civic groups.

Overcoming the Difficulties

Most of the things one usually hears about that are

said to make follow-up studies in overseas schools nearly

impossible to conduct are the same ones we hear in schools

at home. In most cases, they are more imaginary than real,

stemming from the experiences of those who attempt to con-

duct a study only once every five or ten years with little

or no preparation between. Under such circumstances there

is no doubt that the staff becomes skeptical of the results,

up-to-date addresses are difficult or impossible to find,

students are neither interested nor cooperative, the results

are seldom used, and the expenses are inordinately high.

Experience with a study of this type discourages us from

attempting another.,

Thus, it is not surprising that only a few of the more
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enterprising and energetic schools make a serious effort

to keep in continuous touch with their former students.

Below are some of the typical handicaps one can expect to

encounter. There are also suggestions for things to try

in order to overcome them with a minimum expenditure of time

and resources, keeping in mind that sound advance planning

is probably the single most facilitating factor.

HANDICAPPING HELPFUL
FACTORS SUGGESTIONS

1. Little support
from teachers and
other staff members

Orient teachers and administra-
tors to their need, in order
to create the best learning
environment for every pupil,
for data concerning the abili-
ties, needs, interests, and
goals of the types of students
who are likely to attend their
classes.

Create an advisory committee
representing the entire staff
as the first step in estab-
lishing the follow-up program
to insure that the goals of
the Program are those endorsed
by the staff.

Provide the maximum number of
opportunities possible for
active participation by all
staff members who are inter-
ested and willing.

Communicate the findings of the
study to the staff as soon as
possible, and arrange for suf-
ficient time to discuss their
significance for revisions of
the instructional programs and
special services for students.

Assure the staff that a strong
effort will be made to gain
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2. Lack of addresses
of former students
to be contacted

Board and financial support
for the improvements which
are indicated.

Inform students before they
leave school regarding the
procedures that will be used
to keep in touch with them
over the years to come.

Create a "buddy system" be-
tween each member of the junior
and a member of the senior
classes in order to provide
a better communication link
between the school and those
who graduate, dropout, or
transfer.

Establish a permanent system
of correspondance, such as
birthday or Christmas greetings,

with each student at the time
he leaves school for any reason.
(See pages 67 and 68.)

Assign the responsibility for
maintaining a list of perma-
nent up-to-date mailing ad-
dresses to a specific member
of the staff or volunteer aide
who senses the importance of
its completeness and accuracy.

3. Lack of time to Train volunteer aides or pars-
conduct the survey professionals to do all the
and tabulate the clerical tasks such as mailing
results the questionnaires and tabu-

lating the returns.

Use aides to relieve teachers
from less important assign-
ments in order that they might
work on the follow-up program.

Make provisions for certain
classes to provide stenographic
and tabulating assistance as
student projects during the
school day.



4. Insufficient returns
for valid conclusions

5. Lack of funds
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Assign portions of pre-school
and in-service training pro-
grams for staff participation
to the follow-up program.

Orient students beforehand to
the follow-up program, its
purpose, structure, and im-
portance to the students who
are or will be enrolled in
your school, emphasizing the
important role each former stu-
dent has in insuring the valid-
ity of the findings.

Have exit interviews with all
transfer students and dropouts
to explain the importance of
their responses and the need
for obtaining any change in
their addresses.

Ask other former students in
the same college or community
to contact those nearby who
have failed to return their
questionnaires.

Use interviews instead of
mailed questionnaires with
uncooperative persons, espe-
cially those who were suspended
or dropped out of school.

Keep the questionnaire short,
easy to read, and easy to
return.

Explain how the respondent's
identity will be protected.

Limit the areas to be covered
during a given year to those
in which the information is
most urgently needed.

Contact only one type of school
leaver: graduate, transfer, or
dropout.

Where classes are large, use
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6. Little use made
of the findings

7. Lack of sufficient
knowledge regarding
follow-up techniques

scientific sampling techniques,
but only after explaining to
the students beforehand why
it is that some will be con-
tacted and others will not.

Involve the total staff in
reaching an agreement on the
priority the follow-up pro-
gram might have over other
worthwhile school expenditures.

Initiate in-service training
programs for improving staff
skill in bringing about both
personal and program changes
based upon research data.

Share the findings with out-
side consultants who will be
working with the staff during
the year.

Base requests for changes sub-
mitted to the School Board upon
both current and longitudinal
data gathered in the follow-up
program.

Increase parental understanding
and support through meetings
and conferences called for the
purpose of sharing and analyzing
the findings of each study.

Exchange the findings with
other Overseas American Schools
which are conducting similar
studies.

Because little regarding follow-
up studies has been published
recently, most of the helpful
suggestions are in books and
articles which appeared some
time ago. Such as:

Baer, Max F. and Roeber, Ed-
ward C., Occupational infor-
mation, Its Nature and Use,

i.7
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Chicago: Science Research
Associates, 1951, pp. 278-324.

Evaluation of Local Vocational
Education Programs, East Lan-
sing, Michigan: College of
Education, Michigan State Uni-
versity, March, 1968, pp., 32-49.

Hitchcock, W.L., The Follow-
22. Service, Atlanta, Georgia:
State Department of Education,
1965.

Hollis, J, W., and Hollis,
L. U., Organizing for Effective
Guidance, Chicago: Science
Research Associates, 1965,
pp. 392-396.

Ledvina, L. M., "A 100 Per Cent
Follow-up," The Personnel and
Guidance Journal, October,
1954, pp. 90-93.

Norris, W., Zeran, F. R., and
Hatch, R. N., The Information
Service in Guidance, Chicago:
Rand McNally & Co., 1966,
pp. 313-329.

Pucel, D. J., Nelson, H. F.,
and Wheeler, D. N., "Question-
naire Follow-up Returns as a
Function of Incentives and Res-
ponder Characteristics," The
Vocational Guidance Quarterly,
March, 1971, pp. 188-193.

Using the Results

Since the primary purpose of the follow-up program is

to collect information which will be helpful in making im-

provements in the various school programs and services, fail-

ure to make full use of the results is a valid reason for not

doing the study at all. In those cases where the objectives
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are not accomplished, it is more often because of dwindling

interest and fatigue than lack of resources. When long

periods of time are allowed to develop between the analysis

of the data and implementation of changes it is inevitable

that enthusiasm for the project should fade away.

Failure to act is often the result of unclear goals and

objectives. Objectives stated in behavioral terms at the be-

ginning make it easier to communicate what it is that needs

to be accomplished (goals) and what evidence is needed to

show that the goals have been attained. Objectives of this

kind might be stated either in terms of changes in the be-

havior of students or of the staff. In the latter case, it

was mentioned earlier that data should be collected which

will not only assist in the evaluation of what is being offered

but, also, the way it is being offered. Knowledge which can

assist in the modification of instructional and management

techniques within a school is as readily obtainable as that

which can be used to make improvements in the curriculum.

This is to say, the follow-up study can help evaluate the

process as well as the product. The following are examples

of ways in which the follow-up program has been used to im-

prove the educational process.

1. Modernize and clarify program goals and objectives

2. Assign priorities for the distributijn of both staff
and material resources

3. Define and re-define professional staff roles
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4. Define roles and training programs for volunteer
aides and paraprofessionals

5. Design more effective delivery systems for both
instruction and student services

6. Utilize community resources to a greater extent
than in the past

7. Recognize and incorporate into the management system
effective leadership among the staff

8. Improve public relations both inside and outside the
school system

With:u the broad areas listed above, there are an untold

number of occasions when follow-up data about former students

will be helpful in making wise decisions concerning the in-

ternal operations of the school. The following are only a

few of the questions which this type of information can help

to answer.

PROGRAM AREA COMMON QUESTIONS

Improving
the
Curriculum

Are our graduates prepared for
college work?

Is there sufficient career develop-
ment emphasis in our courses?

Do we need to add courses? De-

lete courses?

Are our text books and materials
up-to-date?

Is there an extra-curricular acti-
vity iu the school suitable for
each child? Do they all partici-
pate?

Is the homework too demanding?

Should social adjustment receive
greater emphasis? Less?

f
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Stimulating How well do we individualize in-
Better reaching struction?

Increasing the
Effectiveness of
Guidance Services

Do our facilities enhance the
learning process?

is there a good learning atmo-
sphere within the school?

Are our teachers good social models
for their students?

Is there early recognition of po-
tential dropouts?

Do teachers recognize and take into
consideration individual differences
in the learning styles of pupils?

Are teaching materials plenty
and interesting?

Is there a choice of teaching styles
and classroom organization available
to students?

Are classroom aides being properly
used?

Is teacher morale sufficiently
high?

Are grading practices reasonable
to teachers and acceptable to stu-
dents?

How well do we know each student
as an individual?

Is the testing program measuring
the right things?

Do students have adequate assis-
tance with career planning?

Can a student obtain counseling
when he wants it?

Are students enrolling in the
colleges and post-secondary
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Administration
of the School
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educational programs most suitable
for them?

Do teachers understand and carry
out their guidance responsibilities?

Are dropouts and non-collegebound

graduates receiving adequate help
in finding jobs?

Is printed information about occu-
pations and colleges plentiful and
readily available to students?

Are the philosophy and goals of the
school clear to both staff and stu-
dents?

Are students smoothly and efficiently
admitted to the school?

Do students transferring to other
schools encounter any unusual dif-
ficulties?

Are staff roles clearly defined and
monitored?

Are school costs excessively high?

How do students view the discipline
code?

Is money for school activities and
materials being spent effectively?

What might be done to improve the
learning atmosphere of the school?

Establishing Better Are parents fully informed regarding
School-Community the effectiveness of all school pro-
Relations grams and activities?

Does the School Board understand the
need for specific school improve-
ments?

Are channels of communication be-
tween the home and school clear to
parents and effective?
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Should the school be working more
closely with local businesses and
industries?

How might the school have a more
meaningful relationship with host
nationals?

What is the best way to maintain
contact with former students?

It is important to remember that those who are expected

to use the results should have the major role to play in the

formulation of the questions. Since there is only a limited

number of questions to which former students can be expected

to respond in a given study, it seems wise to concentrate the

first year on the staff members in the department or area with

the highest interest and enthusiasm, if not the greatest need.

After all, it is as important to know what the school is doing

well as it is to recognize areas of weakness, and to forcefully

explore by this means an area in which there is a great deal

of resistance and anxiety on the part of the staff may jeopar-

dize subsequent studi^s and eventually the entire follow-up

program.
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PART III

THE TEHRAN FOLLOW-UP PROGRAM

Glenn fosnot and Neil A. Thomas
Tehran American School

Background

Prior to 1973, the Tehran American School had never

gathered follow-up information about its former students

except on an informal basis. The program described here

was developed, with the assistance of a small grant from

the United States Department of State, Office of Overseas

Schools, to provide a continuing system for gathering such

data which would be both relatively easy to administer in

an overseas American school and inexpensive in terms of money

and staff time. The project has now completed its first

phase which was limited, for purposes of a field trial of

the system design, to the graduates of the cla'ss of 1972.

Subsequent studies will include not only the graduates but

students who transfer to other schools in the United States

and abroad. The program management model also includes pro-

cedures for contacting former students three and five years

after graduation as well ds the first year.

The basic 'esign for a single follow-up study includes

activities over a two-year period. (See flow chart on pages

34 and 35.) The first year is thought of as the preparation

year and focuses primarily on developing positive staff and

student attitudes toward the program to insure maximum co-

operation in returning the questionnaires and utilizing the
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FLOW CHART FOR FOLLOW-UP STUDY (SECOND YEAR)
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results. Staff activities (enter primarily around the de-

velopment of the Specific objeLtiveb of the study and design

of the questionnaire. During the second year, the implemen-

tation Year, the questionnaire is sent, the results are

analyzed, and the final report is prepared.

It is assumed th,t the follow-up program will continue

to evolve during the years ahead until a system has been

developed which is fully adapted to the unique character-

istics and resources of the Tehran American School. For

instance, plans are already being made to host an annual

Christmas party for the 30-40% of each graduating class who

return to "Aran the following year during the holiday season.

It was found that this is an excellent way to build support

for the follow-up program, to locate those with whom the

school has lost contact, and to make last minute corrections

in mailing addresses.

Staff Involvement

The main impetus for the development of this follow-up

program at the Tehran American School came from the school

administration, especially the school superintendent and the

high school principal. After the initial efforts to obtain

necessary funds and to establish a cooperative relationship

with Michigan State University, the responsibility for coor-

dinating the management system was given to tlu. Director of

Guidance.

Following the preliminary planning meetings attended by
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the counselors, administrators, and an outside consultant,

efforts were made to immediately involve the teachers and

heads of departments. It was from this group that a list

of priorities was evolved which became the guidelines for

delimiting the areas to be included in the first study, for-

mulating questions which were to be asked, and setting dates

for the beginning of each phase. See the activities schedule

on the following pages. (For yearly studies see pages 53-6.)

Because of the desire of the staff to obtain firsthand

knowledge of the procedures employed, no volunteers or aides

were used during this first study. School secretaries did

make the tabulations of responses to the questionnaires. In

the future, volunteer aides will be trained to perform all

the assignments in the management system except those which

require professional training, e.g., defining objectives,

establishing priorities, and interpreting the findings.

The Questionnaire and Mailing

The questionnaire used in the 1973 Tehran follow-up

study, shown on pages 43-45 is the result of numerous infor-

mal meetings with the faculty, two revisions of the basic

instrument stemming from meetings with both the senior class

and the faculty to discuss the items on the questionnaire,

and a subsequent pilot administration of the instrument with

a small sample of students. Now that it has been actually

employed in the first follow-up study of this type at the

school further changes arc expected to be made before it is

1-1. A.



Flow Chart For
Follow-up Activities Schedule Class of 1972

StaKe L1.114 Activity
Date to
Start

Date of Com-
pletion

P.rson Re-
Aponsible

Check when
done

S:bool Year - 1971-72

I

2

3

4

12 AltlAu Oates and Staff November 15
1971

72

72

72

Meet rem:hers to Obtain Data for Questionnaire November 21
071

Meet Administrators to Obtain Data for Wes-
tionnaire

December 1
1971

Meet Counselors to Obtain Data for Questionnaire December 5
1971

5

6

72 Develop Questionnaire and Covering Letter January 21

1972

72 Duplicate First Draft of Questionnaire March 7
1972

7 12 Meet Jr. & Sr. Classes: Study Orientation;
Review Letter. Questionnaire

March 21
1972

8 72 fry Revised Questionnaire on Jrs 6 Srs
Assi n Buddies

F.rch 23
1972

9 72 Revise and Duplicate Final Draft of Question-
noire

March 24
1972

51 CO



Flow Chart For

Follow-up Activities Schedule Class of 1972

Stage class Activity
Date to
Start

Date of Com-
.lotion

Person Re-
onsible

Check when
done

___

72 Meet Seniors and Review Revisions of Question-
naire and Get Mailing Addresses

May 1

1972

School Yea, 1972-73

1! 72 Prepare Xmas Letter November 7

1972

12 72

72

Vp-Date Graduates mailing Addresses November 18

1972

13 Mail Xmas Letter December 7

1972

14 72 Vp-Date Addresses from Xmas letters January 15
1973

15 72 Mail Questionnaires February 1
1973

16 72 tabulate Data and Up-Date Addresses 3rd Time February 15

1973

17

16

71

72

Develop Follow-Lp Letter March I

1973

Send Follow Up Letter March 15
1973

53
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used again. Some of the changes were those suggested by the

former students who participated in the study.

Since an estimated 85% of the graduates of the Tehran

American School were thought to go on to some form of addi-

tional schooling, the question of major concern to teachers

and administrators was: "How well are they doing?" Thus,

most of the information sought through this first study in

the follow-up program centered around the college and post-

secondary school experiences of former students.

The questionnaire form was made simple in design and

short. Many of the questions that could have been asked were

not because it was felt that a long detailed questionnaire

would reduce the percentage of returns. This would either

cause a reduction in the validity which could be attached to

the findings or increase the costs of the study for a second

printing and mailing. Follow-up telephone interviews used

in stateside studies to increase the number of returns are

impractical in an overseas school.

Because of the good relationship which seemed to exist

between the faculty and students at the time of this study,

it was not felt that any special coding was necessary to pro-

tect the identity of the respondents. However, it is recog-

nized that some former student's may feel more free to state

their feelings in writing if all questionnaires are treated

with a high degree of confidentiality, and a form of coding

may be employed in future studies. Of course, the names of
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students were lot intlhdid ih .uw reports which were made

tvatlable to members of the staff and community. The entire

questionnaire Ind the covering letter are found on pages

43 through 45.

Steps to develop an accurate list of permanent mailing

addresses were taken during the first year, preparation year,

of the program as shown in the scF of activities found

on pages 14-16 of the previous section. Students were en-

couraged before they left the school o send back any changes

in their addresses which occurred duri. -n year. A "buddy"

from the junior class was assign, to kew in touch with each

graduating senior, and an early Christmas letter, page 46,

was used the following year to make ., last minute accuracy

test of the list shortly before the questionnaires were mailed.

Responses to the letter were so helpful that plans are being

made for next year to send a "keep in touch" letter earlier

in the fall followed by a Christmas card or letter in early

December.

Most of this work was handled by the secretary in tl.a

guidance office. Sixty percent of the questionnaires were

returned after the first mailing. Approximately five weeks

later a follow-up letter (par 47) was sent to everyone

seeking responses from those who did not respond to the

first request. Eight additional questionnaires solicited

by this means reaised the percentage of returns to 74%. A

second follow-up letter (page 48) and questionnaire raised

.:0

-i
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American School
Tehran, Iran

bear

11111
II UMMIIII
un
-.N.....

11MM

11111
I'll

IIP1%
1 ll

Box 2200

APO. New York 09205

Phone 770.129 770.130

! need lust a few minutes of your time. If I can have that

he grateful for your help

I'm enclosing a questionnaire that we are sending to all of

sour classmates. You'll probably recall that I shoved this to you

in 'oar Fngl.sh classes. discussed its purpose and reviewed the questions

with you. Some of the questions may not apply, if that's the case please

complete those that do and return them in the stamped and addressed en-

velope to me. I's the only one who will see your responses and since

you know I don't talk, feel free to answer frankly,

Sincerely,

Glenn Fosnot

-hanks to those of you who wrote in response to our Lhristmas letter

We're always glad to hear from Vno

t bar , ,,, \n .r 4, tiro It tro its

N1.1 it '. `, r ' »t,



2. lone idires%

3. ,)Ilege

4. ',Our college iddress

5. tollege Course or 4a)or
(Pletse be %pecifit - i.e., if engineering, give 0,, of engintneering

n. Total time %pent at AS ,irele one - 1 11 2 3 31 4 yrs.
more

7. Please last sub]ects you are caking this vear in college or technical school,
and grades received in that subject for the last grading period. If you are
not or have not been enrolled in school since leaving T.A S. just write
"nrne" In the first column.

COCRSE GRADE COURSE GRADE

S That were the reasons for selecting your college or school' (Please number
from 1 to 3 in order of importance, number 1 being the most important.)

Academic strength
Pimpus N holidingb

control (church, state,
private)

family tradition
Programs offered
Cixe

Physical facilities
Recommended by friends
Location
Suggested by teachers
or counselor

Parent's choice
Othe. (specify)

9. How would von evaluate your preparation in the specific subject areas below
while at T A.S.

Art

fuglish

Mathematics

.%ic

(please name last
tourse taken)

excellent Adequate Inadequate

(rnEcE ONE)

t ,

)
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(Last course takenl Excellent Adequate inadequate

History

Science

Foreign
Languages

Comments If Inadequate, why'

t). Are there specific courses or topics in any of these areas which most other stu-
dents it ;our college :lasses had but you did not and for which you feel a need'

11. How could the Guidance Department have been more helpful to you while you
were in High School'

12. In what way could T.A S. have better helped you make a choice of a Univeristy
or College'

13 What are the one or two most positive impressions you have of T.A.S 9

The most negative'

14. Do you feel that T.A.S being located overseas was an advantage to you, with
respect to your college preparation' . A disadvantage?

lc you st!ggest ary way in which T.A.S. could weske t11C uyeEseas eaperleii,e

more meaningful to students'

16. JO vou have anv additional comments or suggestions not included above
which may be helpful for improving T.A S.'

2



American School
Tehran, Iran

tde

Box 2200

A P 0 New York 09205

Phone 110-129 110.130

,n,ts :rev al I .our '1', tries ttiougl t son might like to
ea: I ,e itels ot S rOtrt 41,41- 114-3 'rater

te e 54 ,01 131 k 1, 1l/Oot the sate number 44 ct'-
at e ch. I ner. s a. 110 410.1ln 5e our largest senior

ess e 41e 5 CIO le,' ,OW ii t','r'uut','r stems to ',coo slowls
I at Oro! 'ow Sri, As 34 1,350 and we are burst toy at the

ea , t e else mite ',ANIS( '134 1.e school and fe tanner: Pig
a a LI, for rt trade lays :or re toe at tee., ,n the hills east ot

are F & at Ted and We '104/41 to be able t 0 .10Ve part 01 t he
to' 'le 1

,eat at hay, ;troy, led tat a passble five dace of snow, :he
,5 to t tort' S4.'1001 Are IOW OVered about one third of the

co" t op ma. teed t lose five ,t,Isc, but we're hoping we don't

"11 51.1500 ',)s nat. ended to plated mis cia regular games
tl I If - 53,1414, t. 5',ed rs ,intetaten, do hope to

e .4. I,1.4 et 1515oo - 'tree e'd no, rSe5 In the schedele
v , 514 r 1.1 a .reat aot.. 4.111,nr and On 11 si, I ab (ours,'

.c Cr r ace 0 wa to `e, ed a het t ,'r bat '. ground before

r st oat rat . 0 st at f Is the same th.s sear as last
Yr. San, .ape cite "r. 'I ortias. fr In, pa I Ir lhompson, Post

t at r ;eat tare rot tor a t ht. let l s :Ir. I It tot t and I hold
tr' to ,netaa, e t q;. ',outset:, is fun, t toning at top level

e of .1,14 01001 air I 0. lt.i, I. resent /111111 I 101131 surgery a month
1, 1, 4' 5 Os. "S'S It 'Yale; i'es 1'1 .1 short ti-It i.e is expected to

01 -a 1'1 ',1r' 11 4 SI 40,5 0 I'd I I answered. t f sou do, I 'd like
' e sr , oil :0 1' 13.11e 011 the etwe lope - address 40 I 11141341Ce
I I V new I is, ' eXper III have had tan vote e...et. .; 3

I ' a ' ' e 0 , 4 We ' 1 4 ed for s l e t t er you write, I I tn s
,,, AV('

"err r 5' -545.

e lent, iosnot

51 ' 00 St'. k k
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American School
Tehran, Iran

Dear

11/1
111111 I
111111

1111

-Er

11111
1111

.

1111111
91

I1

111
I

Box 2200

APO New York 09205

Phone 770.129 770-130

I find %t hard to realize that six woks have gone by

since i last wrote to you We were only mid-way through our

basketball season then and now we've terminated a good year.

We had one of the best clubs we've evor had. I think that's

only natural though

get.

the bigger we yet the better we should

Cetttng better Is part of the reason I'm anxious to have

you return that questionnaire to me. !toll as Westinghouse's

business is progress, ours is lmpr -,vement. If we don't hear

from our customers we may point ourselves in the wrong direc-ion.

Thanks for your help

Clenn Fosnot

Njor,o .00rso, ;Sr, A As St, S Ii 51, N.% ogt, Inot
\1.11 ,1,11 , r,,o



Amencan School
Tetuan trIn

ear

4,41
. ...

4.
. .a...

Box 2200

APO New Yoex 09205

Phuno 710115 110.130

an..ttrie of le Year is busy
1 no Perhaps the question-

.atre I sent ou a few weeks 'ark hit you at a bad time. I don't

kippose anyone has ever gotten a 100' response to a questionnaire

that's what shooting for to be of value to my study
1 need

,our response

in vie.. la posstbi 1 lt% on R% spl at Pit the questionnaire

en. 10S;(:, (1(10!,(r cop,: list in Case.

l.losure

sincerely.

( lean 1-08,101

,r" A S It 51 %1 in i.
13
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the final proportion of returns to 80%. Plans were made

to revit4 this phase carefully at a later time in an effort

to increase the percentage of returns in the next study.

Costs

Actual costs for the study were provided for mainly

through the regular school budget. Every effort was made

to keep them within reasonable hounds in order to insure

continuation of the program. In the final analysis, the

1973 follow-up study was shown to have cost about $.95

per questionnaire returned. This, of course, did not in-

clude the salaries of the staff who carried out their assign-

ments as part of their regular duties. Major costs were

for mailing the questionnaires and providing postage paid

envelopes for their return. With questionnaires being sent

to various parts of the world, expenditures in this cate-

gory can reach a significant amount. However, regular yearly

studies allow shorter instruments, increase the rate of re-

turns for the first mailing, and subsequently lower annual

costs.

Tabulation and Final Report

Because of the nature of most of the questions, the

responses were mainly written comments of a subjective

nature. Tabulation consisted mostly of copying down the

statements under each of the questions. Where more objective

data were sought, such as in questions eight and nine, the

number of people who checked each category were add. 1 and

,,
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thel lividod by the total number of respondents in order

to express the tindings on a percentage basis.

Preliminary conclusions were first drawn by the gui-

dance director and then submitted to members of the faculty

and senior class for acceptance or revision before being

entered into the final report. Following this, meetings

were set for reporting to the Parent-Teacher Association

and the School Board. Discussions and interpretations were

also encouraged at these meetings. Notes taken at all of

these meetings were edited and filed for use by the faculty

and administration both in the management and revision of

programs and services and the early planning phases of the

next study.

Looking back we can say that the general impressions

obtained from the study were as valuable as the factual

information. The morale of most staff members was improved

by the knowledge that, in the minds of former students,

there are some things that the Tehran American School and

the community it serves are doing very well. On the other

hand, weaknesses also became more evident, and from this

information a more profound assessment is being made of

the current philosophy, aims, and objectives of the school.

Follow-up data were particularly helpful in the identifica-

tion of new courses which might be added to the curriculum

and in the recruitment of new staff. Finally, it became

very apparent that this cooperative effort of students,
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teachers, and administrators to assess the programs and

activities of the Tehran American School resulted in vastly

improved public relations. The communications process is

now considerably better both between students and staff

and between the school and community.

t)
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APPENDIX

1. Composite Flow Chart for Yearly
Pages

Follow-up Studies . 53-56

2. Postcard Questionnaire 57-58

3. Easy Return Questionnaire 59-60

4. Address Postcard 61-62

5. St. Clair Follow-up Que'ionnaire 63-66

6. St. Clair Birthday Card .67-68

7. Michigan State Department of
Education Questionnaire 69-74



Composite
Flow Chart For

Follow-up Activities Schedule Class of 1972 & 1973

Stage Class Activity
Date to
Start

Date of Com-
letion

Person Re-
sponsible

Check when
done

School Year 1971-72

1 72 Assign Dates and Staff November 15
1971

2 72 meet Teachers to Obtain Data for Questionnaire November 21
1971

J 72 Meet Administrators to Obtain Data for Ques-
tionnaire

December 1
1971

72 Meet Counselors to Obtain Data for Questionnaire December 5
1971

5 72 Develop Questionnaire and Covering Letter January 21

1972

b 72 Duplicate First Draft of Questionnaire March 7
1972

7 72 Meet Jr. & Sr. Classes: Study Orientation;
Review Letter, Questionnaire

March 21
1972

7? Try Revise Questionnaire on Jrs. & Sra.
Assign 10 'dies

March 23
1972

) 72 Revise and Duplicate Final Draft of Question-
naire

March 24
1972



Compostte

Flow Chart For
follow-up Activitits Schedule Class of 1972 L. 1973

1-

itt4e

1.,

11

1

12

I

(la.,

72

__

ActivItv
Date t7-1 Date of Com-
Start pletfon

Person Re-
sponsible

Cheek when
done

mLet wntors ind Review Revisions of Question-
naire aqd 6et Mailing Addresses

May 1

1972

s.hool Year - 1972-73

72

-t
73

72

Prepare Xmas Letter November 7
1972

Assign rates and Staif Novembe, 15
1972

1p-Date (,raduates nailing Addresses November 18
1972

2 73 Meet teachers to Obtain Data for Questionnaire November 21
1972

3 73 Mtet Administrators to Obtain Dati for Qucs-
tionnaire

December 1

1972

4 73

1
13 72

Yet Counselors to Obtain Data for Questionnaire December 5
1972

Mail Xmas Letter December 7
1972

14 72 Up-Date Addresses from Xmas Letters January 15
1973

8



Composite

Floc. Chart For

Follow-up Activities Schedule Class of 1972 6 1973

Stage Class

5 73

Activity
Date to
Start

Date of Com-
pletion

Person Re-
sponsible

Check when
done

Develop Questionnaire and Covering Letter January 21
1973

15 72 Mail Questionnaires February 1
1973

16

i---,

72

1--

72

tabulate Data and Up-Date Addresses 3rd Time February 15
1973

17 Develop Follow-Up Letter March 1
1973

o

IS

73

72

Duplltate First Draft of Questionnaire March 7
1973

',end Follow Up letter March 15
1973

7 73

73

'"eet Jr. o Sr. Classes: Study Orientation;
Review Letter, Questionnaire

March 21
197:

Tr, Revised Questionnaire on Jrs & Srs March 23
1973

9

1.

19

73

72

Revise and Duplicate Final Draft of Question-
lairs

March 24
1973

Analvre Data and Prepare Rough Draft of Report April 1
1973



to

..r11/05: e
low t t or

toll ow. up Ac t avit I es Schedule I lass of 1972 r .973

t,vtty Start 01. )1,011ti 14 ',tone

7 ; ype ai a/1101 Cat t a 1 matt of Report April 15

1 1973

13 Meet Sc ti or and Review Revisions of Quest ion- May I

nacre an i ,,et 1 u' Ada:. sses
1 1972

21 72 Submit Report to al t and Seek Fe ic t ion, May 7
1973

23

72 Submit Repot t to Seniot s 4nd Get React ions May It
1973

7:

3

Sort tar I. and ;,valuate St al i and Student June 1
Reactions 1973

ICJ
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Dear

Your former school is interested in improving its various

programs. You can help!

Will you please take a minute from your busy schedule to

complete and return the attached self-addressed card?

When you are near by drop in for a visit. We would enjoy

seeing you.
Sincerely,

Principal

1



Name Address

Year Lcft School Graduated YES or NO (Circle One)

Married Single Maiden Name

Have you gone to college? Where?

What as your present job?

Where?

What improvements would you suggest for your high school'

Lit
Cg)
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NORTHWEST HIGH SCHOOL

Dear 1973 Graduate,

tst spring when ai were attong the graduation excitement, we indi-
,.ated to you that we would he contacting you iu late November. We

are preparing to send out the follow-up questionnaire to you and want
to be sure that we have your correct address.

If you have a different address, have a new married name, or will have
a different address by the end of January 1974, please complete the
card below and return it to us immediately. If you have NO address

Lhange, you need to do nothing; you will he receiving the questionnaire
in January.

Sincerely,

Linda Noble, Counselor

My address has changed, or by January, will he changed to:

Name
Maiden Name

Address

(Zip)

:t)



Northwest High School
4200 Van Horn Road
Jackson, Michigan 49201 [ Stamp

Please return to sender if incorrect address.

Northwest High School
4200 Van Horn Road
Jackson, Michigan 49201

Stamp

6',



'AIR, MI II :rat\ :1.111 II WHOM:.

A FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF FORMER STUDENTS

?0,1 yew did yi>v 'ea.e 5, Cui stin

Moo ed
6ins

Phone

School?

Mr Present
M, Address
ri Is optional

'Wine maiden noire heti- optional)

It no phone write none W

Wt .s yo, ptmr a notoyment status?

o Employed Co wages full time
b Employed fo ..ages port time

c Unemployed and seeking work
g I. Aimed Fices

e Houses-Me

I In school full rime

Give name and locos o" of school now its

io Min nOIB

City Store

Dote this is filled ,n

Nome of School

How long after letting high school did you enter this
2 If you ore employed, go,

is Nome of employe.

b Business or product

c Kind of woofs you do Vest/,bet

Emma's,

s2 Profssionol

13i Managein!

14 Skilled lobe,

15 Clenol

16 Common ',Riot

Othe

locohon

school?

lie., ling n peri,s1 'one elapsed between the end of your hoot, school educotion
and von Pm, lob"

0 to 3 months '2' 4 to 6 months
'3 12 to 18 months (41 Months

3 Now did you obsnin your Pita position offer leoying high school?

fiough family o friend
Public employ/nein agency

Whe located'

:



t.-Private rnployment agency

d _ Newspaper adverusemem

_ Through the school

Whot person In school?

f Found it yourself

4 If employed full ttm. what is your weekly wog range?

o 321.330 c 341.50 over 360

b 331.840 d 551.360

3 test the lobs you hove held sine* honing school

Employer

64

kind of Work length of Employment

6 To what stent is your present job like the type of work you thought you would follow whet.
you left high school?

o °Kin, hove ony definite ideas about this work while in high school

b Not related of oll

c Is somewhat related

d Closely related. but not whot 1 expected

e feoctly the kind of o lob I thought I would gel

7 Who, is the 1010110/1 of your high school training to your present lob?

o No notion of oll

b Gov* o general background

Gov me o specific prporation

k Who, high school subtets hove been most helpful to you in your present lob?

9 Who, high school subteen hoes been least helpful to you in your present lob?

10 Whot subiects do you think would hove been helpful to you that were not offered in high
school?

11 How well ore you satisfied with your present lob?

o Very eltstatientd

b Somewhat &statist-NW

t Indifferent

d Reasonably well satisfied

Highly satisfied



what e.fehr hos the counAng you receiyed r school been helpful to you 'Counseling
here means help by tenth. s and principnl with educational vocational, ond Social
Problems

O thijmf hove oef high school

it 'vase f helpful of oll

Very little help

Some help

e Estrernely helpful

13 'o what c.a. do you feel u high school should oftempt to help OS students solve Oleo
eci4cotionol rocotional ond personol problems'

None if Much
b Very little e Very murh

Some

14 Now much help did you receive from your high school teothers in choosing and planning
f, ao 0<<up3110.1,

o None Much

b Very hale n Very much

t Some

15 Who, were the outstanding qualities of the feather you remember as hovtng been most
helpful to you eihilh In high school?

$0II,Ss

Sens.

Presetootio, or subiect mater

Appeor rote

ee4sonn' 'y

Mod. ro,4 .s,ns bond

(Silte

16 If you of, employed in spree taro munktv 'sway torn St Clain give your reason for N'oe4ny

2 th JOPOrf.t, what I vonred io

e, because ',hay rho.erl away
11.1" t Lb the "Itnniuno,

it vy,114.0 to I. Where I now ore

Other censors

17 n V". ntteeded glUtlUott r1 from high school ...hell ef you high school
erneweerns do you 'eel were most helpful'

Chbeqe pieporcecry, courses

E ttro (.04S 0(ftv t es pond of)ile, 5 il0.1,0ti(S, etc

looming to get aloe() with others

fsiulty members

personol hssociutines with Cer101n thechers

Other

;



18 If you attended school after leaving high school, give 'he following informotion

ti,,w long did you go>
Months

Degree or diploma received
Give type and name of school

College

had. School

Business School

Adult Evening School

Correspondence cows.

Employer a training prgram

Other

Do you thir, the high school should hove provided the kind of further training you hove
token since leaving school,

Yes No

19 last the social, civic religious, and other similar orgonizotions to which you now belong
(indicate any offices you hold or hove held in these)

20 list your pmsent hob! or hobbies

21 If you are married, Memo answer the following questions

0 At whrtt oge did you or.pry,

b Did you worry o former atudent of this high school?

c How many chador, do you hove

22 II you have c.sy od,t a ityptstitt, a Otto would Improve Our high schoo' progroo, indicate
bioov, or on another sheet of poor.

MI 337

bb
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Michigan Degartrnent of Education

FOLLOWUP SURVEY OF 1913 GRADUATES

PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED FORM TO
If lane of High School Contact Person

11.tr-T;79

Tlephon Area Cod. Local Nornbor

City State Zip Code

PURPOSE The INKPOSe of this questionnaire is CO gain information for planning Vocational programa and curt oculum
The information you return will be uled far educational imposes only Tow cooperation Is greatly
apprec iated

Part 1. HIGH SCHOOL DATA

DIRECTIONS FOR PART I

E yeryo.* should complete Part I I

MANE

TOTIV617
NAILING
ADDRESS

el

Swam

.rut Maiden Nano

HARII AL STATUS Se.
a 0 14I VI 9 1,84 .ED

Age as n, Ottotx I 177)

I M. 0004 ow. ,k .9..
(Chars ONE oat,,

.14 0

C

O Da SOO.

2 Pre... ,thiCk 1,0 n/1,1 .0.51.1 0
(Chick ALL (hat

1/ 0 Cot.Mt.
i 0 Collage Peearatory

Go/v.1H

aS

,h.ot high 4,0001 (Grades 9-121

1 voTatronai .our,.. in row loch c2,01 a an ar 40<at,Ortal Cntert
.1 011., Opecrtys_

I Chace tho THREE tug., sc.00l cow Ss, (hat hattsed vo. n.010 .o *hat vo. are now doing
1Chacii THREE 0,00,1

0 alt-.1.u.,
t 0 &Advs.

(0411.1, Itorrmr.(rit,,n
I.0 L011ora

46 0 MathernalC
rt Oi StrOnC
1 9 Sot's, Saudors

Li Vocational
.4 3

l,, Code

a When 'or. graduated Goo, high school did sou har defrnde 109 in mind that you onred to rnk your moth Or 11prittd
to 1,11,0 fa f yYer

Ir 0 Yet 11,411 .1411111141.1' of the lob. IsPca,,
O No

S If yoo answered TES. to It.., 4 do ,on 9N1 .01001 toe.re r.1,1O to the job goal'
a V..
0 N.
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Part 2. EMPLOYMENT

DIRECTION% FOR PANT 2
, are e wroelone at a pa d job now (other than military) or if you have boot .orking it a bi. in the last month.
complete PART 2
II you ate not working (whet than military) at a paid lob go directly to PART )
NOTE H you ate working at mote than ONE lob anise, the ouestions on O. lob which is MOST importan to you

I Name and address of Imo loopioon, roo
NV,. of Ff

7 Tole of ertant lobo, job held in the last nouth

Oo ,ou feel that ,ow
0 Ys

Po

lAddres s

Zip Code

,o0 co, the ,o0 o. hold ,n tha Oast month I.41411 to roue rob goal .dnt.1,t1n kern 4 P. I

4 Slue cooed yoo gett.ne the tab hated .n Item 1'
IChet It. that ren010

0 School counselor
0 Fr.end
0 P orate OTO../.." y

0 Poblo rreerloynwnt gency
0 &Oat...

1 0 t -oat PlaCernent oleo.
0 Teacher

o 0 Went ad
se 0 Othor (.Decor,)

S Now man, SEEKS weft you wnonVoy.) besot ro heg000ng the toe lolled or nom 2,
IChetk ONE only)

a. 0 I started lee toe error to preduaton
O 1-2 owtOrs

.14 .0111111

0 S weeks an wee

e What re the avenge numbs o hoots that you work p. woes'
(Chock ONE .10

st 0 10 hour or atom

0 20-21 Nov.2 to It hours
i-t hors

7 What 'a ..."/ Pa/ Otters deductonnst
ICivecs ONE

Es, 11 40 or more

0 $110-1131
0 1100-Slit

SHO-191

sw-17,
0 Lss than $e0



Vt 4043.4 (Pa. I) yj

which ONE of the foiloaona bast Pesti .bes hoe eel) row high ethos:l kusa have ...load you on Om lob l,.t.d on Item 1'
1Check ONE onli)

.4 0 t land that noel of my high school cm.es hay* 1 pod 1110 ...wit I an. how Poona
Iona tar., of my high school Cu,..... h..) ...load in the .0t. I am nom dooms

0 I find that about 1 4 of my a th St1100i COUrfa have helped tat work I am ...doing
0 1 find that Ilis than I 4 pi rn, high school coses have helped on tr. *orb Ion, nor. doing

Now many mol o /PO tab tOf Co from ohore you lived at Ito tor. you grad. d (tom hoe, school'
(Cheri. ONE only)

0-1Smhis
9 4-30 mii

3I-4S miles
dc -IS mites

O More than 75 mites

to Now many mato* too flaw 10,0 from you. 04 location'
1Check ONE only)

ss 0 0...1S male.
O 14.30 miles
O 31.4S rnii

.14.70 notes
0 So. than 75 miles

Part 3. POST HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION

DIE IONS EON PANT 3
you ate now title Ina

It you are NOT atendin
a IC *al of enrolled on s graming at apprentice program ElanCOMPLETE PART 3
a school et enrolled in a tramng et apprentice program PLEA

I Nan. and location of chool ttaonona or appro.. wormm you re Presantly reollad in
Name of School T..Inong a *Otaantic Program City State

2 What type of .0100i, atatatt OW eoomuue gamem are you attending,
( Check ONE Only)

.r 0 7 yam commun., et lonoto college
O year Collage or ummtrstY

school

O Trade ache&
O CorriltPondence 14hool
O Other leoecty)

3 Which III the following beet &scrod° hoo much time you are studant1
(Check ONE nly/

ss 0 Full lima
ID 1/2 Time

Lase than 12 lin. but me. than I'd time
O 1/4 Tomb or loll

a Now lens will of take to fonosh the Program you are nrollad on'
(Check ONE only)

" L.J. than I fur
9 -2 Ye.
El 2 yea"
O 4 yea. Pr 00I0

NJ
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$ Who ....4frou moat in ...long on the School being,. or ...went.ce program bated on Item 17
tCheck ALL that apply)

0 School counsel.
sr 0 Friend
er 0 ewe

4e 0 6. _ol pr e opal
ee 0 Tscher

eoverwitc Program recroger
0 Other (soacoly)

Do yOU rem ow your penic epsilon on this school, tr'ning oe program ,alatsit to your present lob goal,
0 0 Two

C) N.

7 Is roil vicar. school (fining a eteverdoce program two years or less lo well 11 prep.. you for specific vocational a technical gob
upon cevreletoOn).

se 0 Yee
O No

II Which ONE of the following toe.t ohnIcrobe how well your high school courses hare helped you on Ohs School, training or apprentice provenly
(Check ON only)

QEl I fond that most of my high School courses hare helped in the Program that I run in now
I find that about 1'2 my high school cOurses have helped on the program that orn in now

O I IOW that about I I of my ,gh school course. have helped on the wog... that I em o now
0 I find that LESS than I 1 of Ty high school COWS.. hive. helped on the Wog.. that I 4m in now

Part 4. SOLITARY SERVICE

DIRECTIONS FON PANT I
If )04 are now et will be In the military service prior to fantasy I, 1974, please COMPLETE PART 4.i
If you are rot and will not be in the military service prior to January I 1974. PLEASE GO DIRECTLY TO PART S

I What trench of the military service are you on a will be in poor to tansy I. W.
(Check ONE only)

re 0 Air Face
O Amy
0 Nat In. Cotes
0 Nave
0 Other (Specify)

Now /tune, yea,. will raw be in the service,.
(Check C only)

" 0 2 Yeats
O s 442.
0 4 44444
0 6 Yeats
0 Mao than ream

3 Are woo at this tone attend.n. school (college level or Peening program'
(Chock ONE only)

" C) Yes
O No
O Not preSently but will attend proof to completion of fella., v. oc

4 If you checked 'YES' to Item ) will the school tra.ene. or awe... program prepar TOY for an occupation when you leave the
seroc

e 0 Yee (spec oleo the occupation)

0 N.

)
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Part 5. UNEMPLOYED

INNECTIONS FON PART S
re* an sow odosso oso . PLEASE COMPLETE PART S. THEN LIST YOUR COMMENTS IN PART 6 I

Evers000 should couplets PART 6

I neck of the following sea Clear.sibo our entaent foto tttttt
KAKI. ONE onle

r. CI I .0 0.1.031.74 I fen looking ON fob

I am .44 etneloes4 I ant not 1.4004 lot fob

I st..1100t 0,7 pre.nat .411047
I ant AonNenolter a1 m7 peonaf, actrval

CI I am temperetil not teeb.p employee/4 bet I Ieett to seek ethefornent .0 the bete.
We. 1....017)

7.1 11.111 *WW1( 4N jab hew many WK. have you Wel.ed for Iopnent
(Cheek ONE only)

.0 0.4
3-3
*-7
114./. Own 7 places

3. Ns* lasag haw 7w MMO
(Check ONE .4)

F. Leo. INN. I month
menthe

3-4 4entl.
9 Nos Nun 4 ...Mks
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Part 6. COMMENTS

DIRECTIONS FOR PART A

r an yosooperat(on in cosmic (g this questionnaire If you would like write any
Comae/MO you have in the space bales

SCHOOL USE ONLY

i OE Conk
o .

2 Program

40 Ptporator,
0 GOIntoll

3 Wok ttatoO to tta.nons
is0 TT.

0 No

4 Pest scendary Timmons tealoO to Itmnng
150 To

0 No

S VotatoRAI Ed...tat/on gradual*
ts 0 Yes

0N.

6 Ailoodod an am. +cost..l cnto,
trot Too

0 No

? P.(1.001(11(0 ,n the PART G Ge.oarat va 4," .8 RI. acre'' eg, a,. 0 T
O No



Follow-up Activities St.hedule

Activity
Date to
Start

Date of Com-
pletion

Person Re-
sponsible

Check when
done

0

,
N


